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Abstract

Existing deep learning-based image deraining methods

have achieved promising performance for synthetic rainy

images, typically rely on the pairs of sharp images and

simulated rainy counterparts. However, these methods suf-

fer from significant performance drop when facing the real

rain, because of the huge gap between the simplified syn-

thetic rain and the complex real rain. In this work, we ar-

gue that the rain generation and removal are the two sides

of the same coin and should be tightly coupled. To close

the loop, we propose to jointly learn real rain generation

and removal procedure within a unified disentangled image

translation framework. Specifically, we propose a bidirec-

tional disentangled translation network, in which each uni-

directional network contains two loops of joint rain genera-

tion and removal for both the real and synthetic rain image,

respectively. Meanwhile, we enforce the disentanglement

strategy by decomposing the rainy image into a clean back-

ground and rain layer (rain removal), in order to better pre-

serve the identity background via both the cycle-consistency

loss and adversarial loss, and ease the rain layer translat-

ing between the real and synthetic rainy image. A counter-

part composition with the entanglement strategy is symmet-

rically applied for rain generation. Extensive experiments

on synthetic and real-world rain datasets show the superi-

ority of proposed method compared to state-of-the-arts.

1. Introduction

Rain is a common weather phenomenon which dramati-

cally degrades the quality of images and affects many com-

puter vision tasks such as detection [17] and segmentation

[1]. The forward rain generation procedure [19, 35, 8, 12,

16] is usually simplified as:

O = B + R, (1)
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Figure 1. Illustration of rain generation and removal. (a) The hand-

crafted simplified rain generation model. (b) Although the simu-

lated rain has been well removed, the huge gap between synthetic

training images and real-world testing images leads a significant

performance drop in existing learning-based method JORDER

[35]. (c) The proposed method learns the complex rain model

from the data-driven perspective. We propose to jointly learn the

rain generation and removal within a unified framework, as so to

better bridges the domain gap between the real and synthetic rain.

where O, B, R denote the rainy image, clean background

and rain layer [Fig. 1(a)]. Image deraining is formulated

as an ill-posed inverse problem of the rain generation (1),

aiming to recover the clean image B from rainy image O.

Recently, the deep learning-based deraining methods

have achieved remarkable performance, benefiting from

powerful representation of convolutional neural network.

Fu et al. [8] introduced the end-to-end residual CNN for

rain streaks removal task. Latter, more sophisticated CNN

architectures [35, 18, 20, 26, 16, 33, 27, 6] have sprung up

with tremendous progress, and the visual deraining results

are impressive. Unfortunately, it is widely recognized that

although the trained models can achieve satisfactory results

on the synthetic rain, they cannot well generalize to the real

rain [Fig. 1(b)] because of the huge gap between the sim-

plified synthetic rain and the complex real rain.

To address this problem, a number of works have been

proposed for better real rain removal. The first category
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starts from the intuitive rain generation perspective, in

which the key idea of this research line is to make the sim-

ulated rain as real as possible in supervised manner. They

tend to incorporate more complicated visual appearance of

rain into consideration, such as streaks, haze and occlu-

sion degradation factors within a comprehensive rain model

[35, 20, 16, 12]. However, these hand-crafted generation

models cannot well accommodate the complicated distribu-

tion of the real rain, due to the varied angle, location, depth,

intensity, density, length, width and so on. Also, researchers

try to generate the pair of the real rain and ‘clean’ image

from the videos [28] or the rendering technique [11]. On

the one hand, the clean image generation is cumbersome;

on the other hand, the generated clean image is still pseudo-

label, not the oracle clean image. The second category di-

rectly resorts to the real image from the domain adaptation

perspective [30, 37]. The key idea is to enforce additional

constraint between the real and simulated deraining results.

These semi-supervised/unsupervised methods can alleviate

the domain gap by learning from the real rain, but they ne-

glect the physical rain generation procedure.

The previous methods either focus on the rain generation

or rain removal, few of them have noticed a simple yet im-

portance problem that the rain generation and rain removal

are of equal importance and should be tightly coupled. The

rain removal is a typical inverse problem for the rain genera-

tion. A better rain generation model would definitely benefit

for real rain removal, or vice versa shown in Fig. 1(c).

In this work, we bridge the gap between the rain genera-

tion and rain removal in an end-to-end learning framework.

We bypass the difficulty of explicitly designing the sophis-

ticated rain degradation model. Instead, our philosophy is

to learn from real rainy image so as to approximate the real

degradation implicitly. Specifically, we propose a bidirec-

tional disentangled translation network [Fig. 2], in which

each unidirectional network contains two stages of rain gen-

eration and removal for both the real and synthetic rain im-

age, respectively. We observe that, in the image translation

between the real rain image and simulated rain image, the

background clean image layer is consistent while only the

rain layer is changed. Instead of directly translating images

from synthetic to real domain, this motivates us to preserve

the identity in the image background while focus on trans-

forming the simpler rain layer between the real ones and

simulated ones. We employ both the self-consistency loss

and adversarial loss for the image background. We summa-

rize the main contributions as follows:

• We propose a novel image deraining algorithm which

jointly learns the rain generation (forward) and rain

removal (inverse) in a unified framework. Compared

with the hand-crafted rain generation model, learning

physical degradation from real rainy image could of-

fer better approximation to the real rain in an implicit

manner. Moreover, the rain generation and removal

would benefit greatly from each other, thus improving

the generalization for the real rainy images.

• We employ the disentanglement strategy in which the

consistent background is well preserved by the self-

consistency loss and adversarial loss. In contrast to

previous methods which directly transform the sim-

ulated rain image to real rain image, the proposed

method gets rid of the identity background and con-

centrates on the simpler rain layer translating, which

significantly ease the difficulty of bridging the gap be-

tween real rain and simulated rain image.

• We conduct extensive experiments on both synthetic

and real-world datasets, which perform favorably

against the state-of-the-art methods and consistently

superior on real-world rainy images.

2. Related Work

2.1. Rain Generation

Rain generation is the basis for the rain removal. Na-

yar and Garg [9, 10] firstly developed a geometric and pho-

tometric model with detailed analysis about real rain ap-

pearance. Latter, the simple yet intuitive rain image de-

composition model in Eq. (1) has been widely used in the

optimization-based methods [19, 42, 2]. To better accom-

modate the complicated visual appearance of real rain, Yang

et al. [35] and Liu et al. [20] extended the simple addi-

tive model (rain streaks) to the heavy rain model (distant

veiling/haze effect) and occlusion rain model (close rain

occlusions), respectively. Along this direction, Hu et al.

[12] have reached a very high level by taking both streaks,

haze and occlusion degradation factors into a comprehen-

sive rain model. Another research line tries to generate the

rain image from the real rain. Wang et al. [28] proposed a

semi-automatic method on rain sequence to generate paired

high-quality clean-rainy images. Li et al. [17] provided real

rain dataset in driving and surveillance without clean coun-

terparts. The rendering-based methods [11] have also been

proposed to simulate the rain as real as possible.

However, these complicated hand-crafted rain models

still can not accurately reflect the raining procedure of the

real physical world, due to the highly complex visual ap-

pearance of the real rain. In this work, compared with previ-

ous methods, we bypass the difficulty of explicitly design-

ing the sophisticated rain degradation model. Instead, our

philosophy is to learn from real rainy image so as to ap-

proximate the real degradation implicitly.

2.2. Rain Removal

Rain removal is a highly ill-posed inverse problem to rain

generation. Pioneer works design hand-crafted priors to de-

compose a rainy image into the background and rain layer
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed joint rain generation and removal (JRGR) framework. The proposed method consists of synthetic to

real (S2R) and real to synthetic (R2S) modules, aiming to bridge the gap between synthetic and real rainy images. Instead of the directly

translating, we embed the rain removal and generation into each module, which further improves the robustness of the proposed method.

To better preserve the identity background image, we introduce both the self-consistency loss and adversarial loss for the clean background.

[14, 4, 21, 19, 42]. Recently, the deep learning-based meth-

ods have achieved remarkable progress [7, 18, 38, 29, 23,

12, 16, 30, 37, 36], benefiting from powerful representation

of the CNN. Fu et al. [8] firstly introduced an end-to-end

residual CNN for rain streaks removal. Yang et al. [35]

jointly detected and removed the rain in a multi-task net-

work. Hu et al. [12] designed a depth-attention network to

handle both the rain and haze. Albeit the impressive perfor-

mance of the deraining methods on synthetic rain datasets,

these methods suffer a significant performance drop in real-

world scene due to the gap between synthetic training data

and real testing data. To address this issue, utilizing both the

synthetic paired data and real unpaired data, Wei et al. [30]

designed a semi-supervised framework via a weight-sharing

network in which a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is pro-

posed to regularize the real rain layer. Inspired by [30],

Yasarla et al. [37] further introduced Gaussian Process (GP)

to model the real rain. In this work, we propose to jointly

learn the rain generation and rain removal in disentangle

image translation framework.

2.3. Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)

Recently, GAN has attracted extensive attention for im-

age deraining due to its great power of synthesizing photo-

realistic images [22, 39, 40, 16]. The generator learns the

mapping from the rain image to the clean image, and then

the discriminator tries to distinguish between fake/real sam-

ples during the train process. Recently, the CycleGAN [41]

based domain adaptation methods have been introduced for

the real rain/haze removal with unpaired data [32, 25], aim-

ing to translate the rainy/hazy image domain into the clean

image domain in an unsupervised manner. The purposes

are still on the rain/haze removal. Typically, Shao et al.

[25] utilized the architecture of CycleGAN + syn/real haze

removal to generate hazy-clean pairs from unpaired real im-

ages, and finally focus on the dehazing. In this work, we

emphasize the equal importance of rain removal and gen-

eration, in which the CycleGAN is formed as the internal

cycles (removal ↔ generation) within the external cycles

(synthetic ↔ real rainy images) for the synergy of removal

and generation. Moreover, we propose a novel disentangle-

ment strategy by performing the translations on the rain lay-

ers instead of images, which significantly eases the transla-

tion since the rain space is much simpler than image space.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. Framework Architecture

Given an real rainy image O, our goal is to estimate the

clean background B. The huge gap between the synthetic

training images Os and real testing image Or leads signif-

icant performance drop in full supervised learning-based

methods. In this work, we propose to jointly learn real rain

generation and removal procedure within a unified disen-

tangled image translation framework, as shown in Fig. 2.

Specifically, the overall architecture of the JRGR in-

cludes both external and internal cycles. The external cycles

performs the synthetic and real cycle-consistency respec-
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tively, while the internal cycles performs the rain removal

and generation cycle-consistency. On one hand, the pro-

posed JRGR has constructed strong relationship between

the real and synthetic rainy image via iteratively rain gen-

eration and removal (S2R and R2S modules). On the other

hand, the overall architecture has great benefit for the fea-

ture propagation in both tasks. The S2R module translates

the synthetic rainy image into a real rainy image via the

disentanglement and entanglement, while R2S module per-

forms the reverse process.

Compared with previous direct image-to-image transla-

tion methods, the proposed method JRGR employs the dis-

entangle strategy for better translation. The key importance

of the disentanglement is how to choose a proper space

with interpretability. The DRIT [?] embeds the images onto

two spaces: a domain-invariant content space capturing the

shared information and a domain-specific attribute space.

However, the two spaces are not clearly defined and con-

strained. On the contrary, JRGR disentangles the rainy

image into the background and rain with clear physical

meaning via both MSE and adversarial losses. Moreover,

the conventional translation methods treat the two spaces

equally, while we treat the spaces asymmetrically, in which

the rain space is much simpler than image space. Not that,

the rain layer is obtained by subtraction of rainy image and

disentangled background. Thus we keep the background

consistent while translate only between the real and syn-

thetic rain space. Consequently, JRGR automatically ex-

ploits clean backgrounds, synthetic rain layers and real rain

layers during the removal and generation, thus possessing

the generalization ability in real-world deraining.

3.2. Loss Functions

In this section, we give a detail description about the loss

functions. We apply unsupervised adversarial loss, self-

supervised cycle-consistency loss and supervised MSE loss

for each intermediate removal and generation output.

Adversarial Loss. To enforce the disentanglement of clean

background which has no access to the ground truth, we

employ a background discriminator DB which attempts to

distinguish the decomposed backgrounds and the photo-

realistic background inputs provided by synthetic data.

Meanwhile, the removal sub-network attempts to fool the

discriminator by generating more realistic backgrounds. We

impose the adversarial loss for removal sub-networks in

both S2R and R2S modules:

LB
adv(DB, Fs, Fr) = EOs

[log(1−DB (Fs(Os)))]+

EOr
[log(1−DB (Fr(Or)))] + αEB[logDB (B)],

(2)

where Fs and Fr denote synthetic and real rain removal sub-

networks. α serves as the balance weight. In the cycles,

another R2S and S2R modules are proposed on the gener-

ated synthetic and real rainy images Õr and Õs which form

the closed-loop. Thus the background adversarial loss is

further applied to the decomposed backgrounds
˜̃
Br and

˜̃
Bs.

The final background adversarial loss is written as:

LB
adv(DB, Fs, Fr, Gs, Gr) = αEB[logDB (B)]

+EOs
[log(1−DB (Fs(Os))) + log(1−DB (Fr(Gr(Fs(Os)))))]

+EOr
[log(1−DB (Fr(Or))) + log(1−DB (Fs(Gs(Fr(Or)))))]

(3)

When the discriminator is updated, the background B is ran-

domly chosen in the former inputs, following the strategy in

[41]. By imposing Eq. 3, we constrain all the decomposed

backgrounds in the same domain as the clean input B.

After the disentanglement of backgrounds, we obtain the

rain layers by subtraction. Since the gap between synthetic

and real rainy images mainly exists in the rain layers, we

perform the translation between rain layers by the rain gen-

eration sub-network. The translated rain layers are then en-

tangled with the backgrounds to generate rainy images. For

the generated synthetic and real images, we apply two rainy

image discriminators to produce the adversarial losses. Tak-

ing the real rain generation as an example, the real rainy

inputs Or are utilized to train the discriminator DOr
and

generation sub-network Gr in an adversarial manner:

LOr

adv(DOr
, Fs, Gr) = EOr

[logDOr
(Or)]

+ EOs
[log(1−DOr

(Gr(Fs(Os))))],
(4)

A similar adversarial loss LOs

adv is imposed on synthetic gen-

eration sub-network Gs and the discriminator DOs
to en-

force the generation of synthetic rainy image Õs.

Cycle-consistency Loss. Although the adversarial losses

guarantee the generated images and the target images in

the same domain, the content information in rainy images

may be degraded during the generation. Benefiting from

the closed-loop in our framework, we employ four cycle-

consistency losses which self-supervise the removal and

generation sub-networks to preserve the content informa-

tion. Firstly, while S2R module generates real rainy im-

ages from synthetic rainy images, the reconstructed syn-

thetic output which is generated by the latter reverse pro-

cess of R2S module should be consistent with the synthetic

input. Thus we define the cycle-consistency loss as:

LOs

cyc(Fs, Fr, Gs, Gr) = EOs
[‖Os −Gs(Fr(Gr(Fs(Os))))‖1]. (5)

Meanwhile, for the reconstruction of Or, a similar cycle-

consistency loss LOr

cyc is applied to train the other cycle.

Secondly, the generated real rainy images Õr and the

original synthetic rainy images Os should possess consis-

tent backgrounds. The cycle-consistency loss is written as:

LBs

cyc(Fs, Fr, Gr) = EOs
[‖Fs(Os)− (Fr(Gr(Fs(Os))))‖1]. (6)

In a similar fashion, the cycle-consistency loss L
Br

cyc is de-

fined for the decomposed backgrounds B̃r and
˜̃
Br.

MSE Loss. In addition to the adversarial losses and the

cycle-consistency losses, for the synthetic rainy images

which have ground truth background counterparts, we uti-

lize the MSE loss to supervise the training of synthetic re-
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moval sub-network, which is written as:

LBs

mse(Fs, Fr, Gr) = ‖Fs(Os)− B‖2
2

+ ‖Fr(Gr(Fs(Os)))− B‖2
2
.

(7)

Full Objective. The full objective function contains the ad-

versarial loss, cycle-consistency loss, and the MSE loss as

follow:

L(Fs, Fr, Gs, Gr, DB, DOs
, DOr

) = λadv(L
B
adv + L

DOs

adv + L
DOr

adv )

+ λcyc(L
Or

cyc + L
Os

cyc + L
Br

cyc + L
Bs

cyc) + λmseL
Bs

mse.

(8)

By imposing the full objective function, we alleviate the

problem that paired real rainy-clean images are not acces-

sible. In our framework, each removal and generation sub-

network is constrained by at least one unsupervised adver-

sarial loss and one self-supervised cycle-consistency loss to

guarantee the domain of the outputs while preserve the con-

tent information, which consequently guides the framework

to exploit the clean backgrounds and rain layers.

3.3. Implementation Details

The framework is implemented using the PyTorch with

four RTX 2080Ti GPUs. We utilize the U-Net [24] as the

removal and rain generation sub-networks. Subtraction and

summation are followed to obtain the disentangled rain lay-

ers and generated rainy images. The PatchGAN [13, 15] is

utilized to construct the discriminators. We empirically set

the balance weight α, λadv , λcyc and λmse as 4, 10, 1, 10.

The synthetic and real images are randomly cropped into

256 × 256 as input of each sub-network. We first pre-train

the synthetic removal sub-network and real removal sub-

network on paired synthetic dataset for 100 epochs with

the learning rate 0.0001. Then we jointly train JRGR using

paired synthetic data and unpaired real data for 200 epochs,

in which the learning rates of generation sub-networks are

set as 0.0001 while divided by 10 and 100 for real and

synthetic removal sub-network. The Adam optimizer is

adopted with batch size 16. In testing, we apply the real

removal sub-network to output clean backgrounds.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets and Experimental Setting

Datasets. We conduct experiments on both synthetic and

real rain datasets to evaluate the proposed method.
• Cityscape. We utilize two different synthetic rain

datasets, RainCityscape [12] and Rendering [11],

which synthesize rain and haze with different models

on the Cityscape dataset [5]. To simulate the real situ-

ation, during training, we use 1400 paired rainy-clean

images in RainCityscape as synthetic data and 1400

unpaired rainy images in RainRendering with no ac-

cess to the clean counterparts as real data. 175 rainy

images in RainRendering are used for testing.

• RainHQ. RainHQ dataset is a high quality real rain

dataset which provides paired rainy-clean patches via

semi-automatic labelling methods [28]. We use 2000

paired synthetic rainy-clean images following the strat-

egy in [8] and 2000 unpaired rainy images for training.

500 real rainy images are utilized for testing.

• RealRain. We also collect unpaired real world rainy

images and clean backgrounds with large field of view

from the datasets provided by [35, 31, 39, 3] and

Google search. We utilize totally 400 real rainy im-

ages in RealRain as the unpaired rainy images and 400

paired synthetic rainy images to train the framework.

88 real rainy images are utilized for test.

Experimental Setting. We compare JRGR with (1) su-

pervised deraining methods DDN [8], JORDER-E [34],

RESCAN [18], DAF [12] and the GAN-based generation

method pix2pix [13], which are trained with paired syn-

thetic rainy-clean images and tested in real rainy images;

(2) unsupervised method Cycle GAN [41] trained with real

rainy images and clean backgrounds provided by synthetic

data; (3) semi-supervised methods SIRR [30] and Syn2Real

[37] which are trained with both synthetic and real data.

PSNR and SSIM are utilized for quantitative evaluation.

4.2. Experiments on Synthetic Images

Figure 3 shows the visual results on synthetic dataset

Rendering [11]. For the supervised methods, they cannot

well generalize on Rendering dataset due to the different

rain streak appearances in training set RainCityscape and

testing set Rendering. As a result, the rain streaks exist in

most deraining results. SSIR learns the rain streaks in Ren-

dering in a semi-supervised manner and removes the rain

streaks in the sky. However, the hand-craft designed GMM

is limited to model the diverse rain such as the long rain

streak on the floor. The unsupervised Cycle GAN gener-

ates artifacts on the floor which degrades the visualization

quality in deraining result. The proposed JRGR learns the

distribution of backgrounds and rain layers during removal

and generation, which consequently generates the satisfac-

tory deraining results. The quantitative results in Table 1

also demonstrate the superiority of our proposed method.

4.3. Experiments on Real Images

In Fig. 4, we visualize the rain removal results on real

rain dataset RainHQ [28], in which the rain is more com-

plex than Rendering. State-of-the-art deraining methods

have difficulty in dealing with real-world rain and leave the

rain streaks unremoved. The artifacts in Cycle GAN de-

grade deraining results. The proposed method possesses the

clean and smooth backgrounds. Quantitative comparison is

shown in Table 1. The performance of DAF [12] signifi-

cantly drops without re-training using depth. Cycle GAN

possesses a comparable quantitative result. By imposing
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Figure 3. Visualization of deraining results on Rendering dataset. (a) Rainy image. (b) Clean image. Deraining results by (c) DDN, (d)

JORDER-E, (e) RESCAN (f) DAF, (g) SSIR, (h) Syn2Real, (i) Cycle GAN, (j) JRGR.

(a) (b) (c) (f)(d) (e)

Figure 4. Visualization of deraining results on RainHQ dataset. (a) Rainy image. Deraining results by (b) DDN, (c) JORDER-E, (d)

Syn2Real, (e) Cycle GAN, (f) JRGR.

Table 1. Quantitative comparison with state-of-art methods on syn-

thetic and real datasets.

Dataset
Rendering [11] RainHQ [28]

PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

DDN [8] 24.12 0.8781 33.74 0.9112

RESCAN [18] 24.89 0.9101 33.11 0.9253

DAF [12] 25.23 0.8827 24.15 0.8523

JORDER-E [34] 25.64 0.8767 33.28 0.9406

pix2pix [13] 25.21 0.8833 32.43 0.9148

Cycle GAN [41] 26.29 0.8921 33.54 0.9127

SSIR [30] 25.08 0.8853 30.78 0.8668

Syn2Real [37] 25.32 0.8871 33.14 0.9183

JRGR 27.51 0.9132 35.59 0.9498

disentanglement and translation on the rain layer, the pro-

posed method obtains more natural results and achieves the

best performance in terms of PSNR and SSIM.

Furthermore, we show the visual results on RealRain

dataset in Fig. 5. DDN, JORDER-E and Syn2Real tend to

leave the rain streak on deraining results. More artifacts are

produced by Cycle GAN when facing the complex scene.

The proposed JRGR removes most of the rain, while pre-

serves the details of backgrounds.

4.4. Ablation Study

In this section, ablation study on RainHQ is conducted

to evaluate the effectiveness of losses and training strategy.

Table 2. The ablation study for different loss functions and training

strategies on real rain dataset RainHQ. Init-1 and Init-2 denote two

different training strategies.

Strategy PSNR SSIM

w/o L
B
adv 27.38 0.8926

w/o L
O
adv 28.15 0.9012

w/o Lcyc 26.87 0.8902

w/o LMSE 31.24 0.9144

Init-1 33.97 0.9305

Init-2 34.54 0.9424

Proposed 35.59 0.9498

Effectiveness of Losses. Denoting L
O
adv as the rainy image

adversarial losses, i.e., LOs

adv and L
Ot

adv , while Lcyc as the

cycle-consistency losses, we investigate the effectiveness of

the loss functions in Table 2. The performance drops in

the first four rows demonstrate the benefits brought by the

adversarial, cycle-consistency and MSE loss.

Effectiveness of Training Strategy. We also study the

effectiveness of training strategy in Table 2. Init-1 trains

the sub-networks in JRGR together with no pre-training.

Init-2 pre-trains the synthetic removal sub-network on the

paired synthetic dataset and then trains the sub-networks to-

gether, in which the learning rate of synthetic removal sub-

network is divided by 100. The proposed method further

pre-trains the real removal sub-network and then trains the

sub-networks together, in which the learning rate of real
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(f)

Figure 5. Visualization of deraining results on RealRain dataset. (a) Rainy image. Deraining results by (b) DDN, (c) JORDER-E, (d)

Syn2Real, (e) Cycle GAN, (f) JRGR.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 6. The effectiveness of the joint removal-generation framework. (a) Real input, (b) decomposed background from (a), (c) generated

synthetic rainy image, (d) decomposed background from (c), (e) reconstructed real input, (f) synthetic input, (g) decomposed background

from (f), (h) generated real rainy image, (i) decomposed background from (h), (g) reconstructed synthetic input. By the mutual effect of

removal and generation sub-networks, JRGR obtains good performance in each intermediate output.

removal sub-network is divided by 10. The quantitative

results show the initialization of the synthetic and real re-

moval sub-networks is necessary.

4.5. Discussion

Analysis of Joint Rain Removal and Generation. We in-

vestigate all the intermediate removal and generation output

of JRGR. In Fig. 6, all the estimated backgrounds (b), (d),

(g), (i) are clean without rain streaks. The rain streaks in

generated synthetic rainy image are in a synthetic style [Fig.

6(c)], while the generated real rainy image [Fig. 6(h)] pos-

sesses more photo-realistic rain which is similar with the

input [Fig. 6(a)]. The final outputs [(Fig. 6(e), (j)] suc-

cessfully reconstruct the inputs [Fig. 6(a), (f)]. The pro-

posed JRGR could provide physical meaning results with

good performance via the adversarial and cycle-consistency

losses which guarantee both the translation performance

and identity preservation. In Fig. 7, we present more high

quality realistic rainy images generated by JRGR, which in-

cludes both the natural rain veiling and streaks.

Figure 7. Visualization results of generated real rains by JRGR.

Analysis of Rain Layer Translation. To study the perfor-

mance of rain layer translation, we visualize the features of

synthetic and real rain layers using t-SNE in Fig. 8. On

the one hand, the separation of the synthetic and real rain

layer feature demonstrates the huge gap in synthetic and

real rain, which is also illustrated by the appearance differ-

ence of the corresponding rain layer visualizations. On the

other hand, the decomposed and generated rain layers are
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Figure 8. Visualization results of t-SNE on the decomposed and

generated rain layers in real and synthetic data.

Figure 9. The superiority of translation between rain layers. Top:

Cycle GAN [41] directly translates backgrounds into rainy images

which leaves obvious artifacts. Bottom: JRGR preserves the back-

grounds and focuses on the translation of rain layer, thus obtaining

more natural results.

aligned in both synthetic and real rain domain (green with

orange, blue with pink). The visualized decomposed and

generated rain layers are also similar, which demonstrates

that our rain generators successfully perform the translation

between synthetic and real rain layers.

Furthermore, to show the superiority of performing

translation between simpler rain layers, we compare JRGR

with Cycle GAN which directly performs the translation be-

tween backgrounds and rainy images in Fig. 9. Cycle GAN

pays attention to the most discriminative features between

backgrounds and rainy images, which may not be the rain

but the other factors such as textures and colors. On the

contrary, the backgrounds of JRGR are well decomposed

and preserved during removal, which makes it possible for

the generator to focus on the translation between rain layers.

That is the main reason why the JRGR could obtain more

natural results than that of the Cycle GAN.

Limitation. The JRGR mainly bridges the inter-domain

gap between synthetic and real rainy images. However,

there still exists the intra-domain gap within real rainy im-

ages. For example, the real rainy city and forest images

contain the different color and texture characteristics. These

intra-domain gaps in the real rainy image would lead to the

performance drop. In Fig. 10, we show the deraining ex-

(a) Training Examples

(b) Deraining Results

Figure 10. The limitation of our JRGR for intra-domain gap.

(a) Examples of backgrounds in three different training synthetic

datasets. (b) JRGR tends to generate results with different color

styles when trained with different datasets. JRGR fails when the

training and testing backgrounds are significantly different.

amples by three datasets with different backgrounds, i.e.,

city under overcast sky, city under clear sky and forests.

When the backgrounds behind real and synthetic data are

significantly different, the proposed method fails to gener-

ate good deraining results. For example, the method trained

by overcast sky dataset obtains the best performance for the

backgrounds are most similar with the rainy images. Defi-

nitely, the comprehensive datasets would alleviate the prob-

lem from the dataset perspective. This is a very interesting

issue and we would like to tackle the inter and intra- domain

gaps simultaneously in future work.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a disentangled image

translation framework which jointly learns rain generation

and removal to address the real-world deraining problem.

Specifically, a bidirectional translation network are con-

structed by the removal and generation sub-networks with

tightly coupled generation and removal modules. We fur-

ther employ the disentangled strategy on the rain image by

decomposing the rainy image into clean background and

rain layer, so as to preserve the identity background and

ease the translation with only the rain layer. The removal

and generation sub-networks, constrained by the adversar-

ial and cycle-consistency losses, mutually affect each other

and consequently endow the framework with the general-

ization ability of dealing with real rain. The extensive ex-

periments on synthetic and real rain datasets demonstrate

the superiority of the proposed framework.
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